‘Drawing From Life’ -
An Exhibition by
the Life Drawing Group

“Drawing from Life’ is a collaborative exhibition of works produced by our gallery’s weekly Wednesday Life Drawing Groups. It showcases many different styles and highlights the progress made during the year.

OFFICIAL OPENING:
FRIDAY 6th December, 2019 6—8PM

EXHIBITION DATES
4th - 15th November 2019 Daily 9am to 5pm

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN HOLDING A FEATURE EXHIBITION AT THE GALLERY?

The Gallery takes EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST from artists/artisans from all disciplines (painting, drawing, sculpture, ceramic-work, textile art, glass-work, photography, print-making), and from all career stages.

This is specifically for artists, both individuals and groups who wish to apply for the exclusive use of The George Gallery space for a 2-week period during 2020. Exhibitions will run concurrently with The Gallery’s Creative Collective Artist works.

The ‘George Gallery’ boasts the following features:

*40m2 of un-cluttered Floor space
*Perfect for larger or group Exhibitions
*Depending on sizes of works, can display up to 50 wall works plus plinths for sculptural works
*Art track hanging system, as well as sections for pinned works
*Works can be hung from ceiling (4.4m high)
*Reverse cycle air conditioning

For more information and to receive the EXPRESSION OF INTEREST DOCUMENT, please email jenninichols1963@gmail.com
The Hunter Artisan Gallery & Café is a permanently-housed artisan collective, featuring the works of some 30 plus independent makers from across the Hunter and surrounding area. We have between 150 and 160 works adorning the walls of the gallery. These works change on a regular basis, so there is always something new to discover.

“Our aim is to encourage creativity, to connect, inspire and empower the creative community; this is our simple philosophy and at the heart of what we do.”

The small Gallery Café has a very simple menu of hearty home-style meals. We don’t do ‘fast food’...nor do we ‘do food fast’...we encourage our patrons to take the time to stop in a busy world, to appreciate our beautiful space, to talk to each other and most importantly to appreciate themselves. The premises is fully-licensed and we offer a small range of Hunter wines.

The building, located at 48 Melbourne St. East Maitland (the former George and Dragon Inn, originally built in 1837) is unique and beautiful and filled with a history that spans across 180 years.

‘Marea, Barry & Friends’ - An Exhibition featuring Marea Koczaczynski-McCaig, Barry Brown & Friends

In this exhibition, Marea’s new works have been inspired by the beauty of the garden, especially butterflies. Barry’s new sculptures have been inspired by native Australian plants and birds. Marea and Barry have also invited Sophie Adams, Christine Caldon, Christine Keenan, Robert Dowling, Bronwyn O’Neill, Mary Youman, Jackie Barron, Abby Ussher, Marie Forbes, Marlyn Campney & Karen Mayo to join them.

OFFICIAL OPENING:
Saturday 20th July, 2019 4-6PM

EXHIBITION DATES
17th –28th July, 2019  Daily 9am to 5pm

‘Welcome to the Jungle’ - An Exhibition by Mai-Wel Creative Arts

A SPECIAL EXHIBITION by MAI-WEL CREATIVE ARTS.

‘WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE’ is an exhibition featuring works by both individual artists and collaborative works created in the supported studio sessions ‘Arts 4 All’.

OFFICIAL OPENING:
FRIDAY 2nd August, 2019 6—8PM

EXHIBITION DATES
31st July—18th August, 2019 Daily 9am to 5pm

‘She Rises - A Solo Exhibition by Kathie Sarginson

Like the phoenix, she rises from the ashes of all that has come before. Her face and body bare the deep scars of all that she has experienced, but like the Japanese method of repairing broken pottery with gold (Kintsukuroi), she is even more beautiful for having them.

OFFICIAL OPENING:
FRIDAY 6th September, 2019  6—8PM

EXHIBITION DATES
4th—15th September, 2019 Daily 9am to 5pm

‘Decadent Deco’ - An Exhibition by Judy Duncan

The exhibition showcases the unique style of Judy Duncan and her use of pastel and charcoal to portray the female form in an art deco stylization.

OFFICIAL OPENING:
FRIDAY 20th September, 2019 6—8PM

EXHIBITION DATES
18th—29th September, 2019 Daily 9am to 5pm